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1Abstract—Wire delays and leakage energy consumption are both 

growing problems in designing large on chip caches. NUCA (Non 

Uniform Cache Architecture) is a wire-delay aware design paradigm 

based on the sub-banking of a cache, which allows the banks closer to the 

controller to be accessed with reduced latencies with respect to the other 

banks. This feature is leveraged by Dynamic NUCA caches (D-NUCA) via 

a migration mechanism which speed up frequently used data access, 

further reducing wire delays effects on performances. In order to reduce 

leakage power consumption of SRAM caches, various micro-architectural 

techniques have been proposed. In this work, we compare the benefits 

and the limits of the application of some of these techniques to a D-NUCA 

cache memory, and we propose a novel hybrid scheme based on the 

Drowsy and Way Adaptable techniques. Such scheme allows a further 

improvement in leakage reduction and limits the impact of process 

variation on the effectiveness of the Drowsy technique. 

 
Index Terms— leakage reduction techniques, power consumption, NUCA 

cache, wire delay. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Large SRAM structures, currently employed as last level caches 

(LLC) in microprocessor designs [3], account for a big portion of the 

total energy consumption of the processor. In particular, the large die 

area fraction occupied by LLC and the scaling trends of deep 

submicron CMOS technologies greatly enforce the role of static 

power caused by leakage currents [6]. Together with leakage power 

consumption, designers of LLC must also cope with wire delay [7]: 

with technology shrinking wires become slower relative to logic, and 

their latency causes large conventional caches to be also slow in 

terms of processor cycles.  

NUCA [1] caches are a design for large, scalable, high 

performance caches which is able to minimize the effects of wire 

delay by partitioning a large LLC into a matrix of independent fast 

sub-banks, with the result of lowering average access latency. D-

NUCA caches employ migration to bring most frequently accessed 

data in the fastest banks closer to the processor, further reducing wire 

delays effects on performances. As shown in [4], D-NUCA caches 

are more energy efficient with respect to conventional cache 

architectures, and, as for conventional caches build in submicron 

technology, the main contribution to their energy consumption is due 
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to leakage power. 

In order to reduce leakage power consumption in SRAM caches, 

several microarchitectural techniques have been proposed, 

[5][8][9][10] [21] [23]. In particular, Drowsy Cache [8] is a state-

preserving leakage reduction technique which acts at line granularity 

and puts underutilized cache lines into a low-power drowsy mode by 

reducing their operational voltage in standby mode. Cache Decay [9] 

is a state destroying technique which also acts at line granularity but 

powers off “dead” cache lines, i.e. lines which are determined not to 

be accessed again before eviction. In Way Adaptable D-NUCA [5], 

power gating is applied with way granularity, adapting the number of 

active ways of the cache to the needs of the running workload.  

In this work, we compare the effect of the adoption of these 

leakage reduction techniques to a D-NUCA LLC architecture in a 

32nm CMOS process, in terms of energy consumption reduction and 

performance impact, after performing a tuning of the techniques 

when applied to a D-NUCA cache. Our results indicate that Cache 

Decay has leakage savings and performance degradation comparable 

with Way Adaptable on D-NUCA caches, but with a higher design 

complexity. Drowsy Cache is potentially able to get higher energy 

reduction with reduced performance losses but again implies higher 

design complexity. When such complexity is suitable, we propose a 

hybrid technique which combines the Way Adaptable paradigm with 

a Drowsy mechanism acting on powered on cache banks. Such 

solution further limits leakage, and allows for safer values of standby 

voltage, reducing the effect induced by process variation [12][13] 

[16].  

 

 
 

Figure 1 Structure of a NUCA cache. The rectangles are the individual banks, 
while the circles are the switches of the on-chip network. 

II. METHODOLOGY  

A.  Simulation methodology 

Our simulation platform is based on an extended version of the 

sim-alpha simulator [14], which supports D-NUCA L2 caches, and 

leakage reduction techniques. We selected a group of 15 benchmarks 

from the SPEC CPU2000 and NAS Parallel Benchmark suites 

accordingly to the methodology described in [1].Table 1 reports the 

chosen benchmarks together with the simulated execution phases, in 

term of the number of initial instructions skipped (FFWD) and the 

simulated instructions (RUN). 

B. Reference architecture 

The simulated cores are based on the Alpha 21264 

microarchitecture, running at a 4 GHz frequency, in trend with high-

end microprocessor lines in a 32nm process [3]. We backed each core 

with a 64Kb 2-way set associative L1 I-cache (1-cycle latency) and a 

64Kb 2-way set associative L1 D-cache (3-cycle latency); cache line 

size is 64 bytes. The access latency of off-chip DRAM has been set to 

240 cycles, in line with modern DRAM subsystems. 
Our reference L2 D-NUCA architecture is made up of 128 sub-

banks organized in 16 bank sets (rows), each one made up of 8 banks,  
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Figure 1. The entire address space spans over the banks belonging 

to each column, so each column implements a single way of a set-

associative cache, while on a hit data migrate from one bank to 

another (1 bank / 1 hit promotion policy, together with broadcast 

search [1]). Each bank has a 64 Kbytes capacity and is direct 

mapped; its access latency is 2 cycles while the resulting hop latency 

is one cycle. Such data were derived via the Cacti 5.1 [18] tool, by 

modeling a 64Kbytes bank in a 32nm technology. The links of the 

switched network are bidirectional, with a 128 bit width for each 

direction; the network employs a wormhole routing scheme. The flit 

size is 128 bits, so the transmission of a cache block (64 bytes) 

requires 4 flits for data and one additional flit for command and 

address information; details on such NOC design can be found in 

[14]. 
TABLE 1  

BENCHMARKS AND SIMULATION PHASES.  

Benchmark Suite FFWD RUN 

bzip2 SPECINT2000 744 M 1.0 B 

gcc SPECINT2000 2.367 B 300 M 

mcf SPECINT2000 5.0 B 200 M 

parser SPECINT2000 3.709 B 200 M 

perlbmk SPECINT2000 5.0 B 200 M 

twolf SPECINT2000 511 M 200 M 

applu SPECFP2000 267 M 650 M 

art SPECFP2000 2.2 B 200 M 

equake SPECFP2000 4.459 M 200 M 

galgel SPECFP2000 4.0 B 200 M 

mesa SPECFP2000 570 M 200 M 

mgrid SPECFP2000 550 M 1.06 B 

bt NAS 800 M 650 M 

cg NAS 600 M 200 M 

sp NAS 2.5 B 200 M 

 

 
Figure 2 Total energy consumption (normalized to D-NUCA) of WA D-

NUCA for different values of the thresholds T1 and T2. 

C.  Power model 

To evaluate energy consumption of the proposed techniques, we 

applied the energy model of [4],[24] which calculates the overall 

energy consumption of a memory subsystem made up of the L2 

cache, network elements and off-chip DRAM. Power and energy 

parameters for a 64Kb SRAM cache bank were derived by Cacti 5.1. 

The leakage of a memory cell in drowsy state was derived by 

lowering idle VDD in a SPICE circuital simulation of an SRAM 

memory cell that adopts PTM [20] 32 nm transistor models, sized 

accordingly to the Cacti bitcell model. Finally, we assumed that both 

a gated decayed cache line and a gated NUCA bank dissipate no 

leakage when the gating transistors are interdicted. For the network 

components, we used bank sizing extracted from Cacti to estimate 

dynamic power consumption of the links between each switch. We 

utilized the Orion 2.0 tool [19] to model the switch leakage power 

consumption and the energy cost per flit traversal, adopting, as we 

did for cache banks, a leakage optimized architecture.  

III. LEAKAGE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

A.  Way Adaptable D-NUCA 

1)  Rationale 

The Way Adaptable D-NUCA technique [2],[5] (WA D-NUCA) 

leverages the non-uniform distribution of most frequently accessed 

data on banks to adapt the number of active ways to the needs of the 

running application. The associativity level needed by the current 

execution phase of the application is estimated by the ratio D 

between the hits in farthest way (with respect of the controller) and 

the hit in the first way (the fastest way). In high locality execution 

phases, most of the hits happen in the first way, so the ratio 

decreases, and in that case we can switch-off a way. On the opposite, 

there is an increasing number of hits in the farthest way, i.e. new data 

are coming-in (the WS is increasing) and we need to increase the 

number of ways. This is achieved via a simple algorithm, which 

outputs power on and off commands for an entire way, implemented 

via Gated-Vdd [10]. During the execution, two counters accumulate 

the number of hits in the first and in the farthest powered-on way. 

Every K cache hits, the ratio D between these values is evaluated and 

is compared against two thresholds T1 and T2 in order to decide to 

shut down a way (if D < T1), to turn on a new way (if D > T2) or to 

stay in the current configuration (if T1 < D < T2). 

2)  Tuning WA D-NUCA parameters 

The configuration parameters of the WA D-NUCA technique are 

the reconfiguration step K, and the two thresholds T1 and T2. An 

optimal value of K (100K L2 cache hits) for this class of applications 

can be determined [5], [17]. Based on the average behavior of the 

considered benchmarks, we heuristically adopted a pair of thresholds 

T1 and T2 obtaining an average energy consumption reduction of 

34%, with an average IPC loss of 3% (Figure 2). Further energy 

reductions are possible tuning the T1 and T2 thresholds to a specific 

application following an offline methodology [5], with a drop in 

energy by 51%, and in IPC by 4,6% (Figure 2).  

 

B. Drowsy D-NUCA Caches 

In the drowsy technique [8], underutilized cache lines are put into 

a low-power drowsy mode by appropriately reducing the standby 

operational voltage. Before any access to such cache lines, their 

operational voltage must be restated to the nominal value not to 

destroy the stored datum, incurring in additional latency. In order to 

reduce such latency, once a drowsy cell line is accessed, its 

operational voltage can be kept to nominal VDD. Periodically, at 

each reconfiguration interval W, simple decision algorithms are 

applied to each cache line in order to establish which lines can be put 

in drowsy mode again. 

1)  Parameters exploration 

We explored the optimal parameters configuration for the drowsy 

technique applied to our reference architecture, assuming that each 

bank of the D-NUCA behaves as a drowsy cache itself. Such 

exploration is needed as, in a D-NUCA, every cache hit/miss 

translates in multiple bank and line accesses due to the search and 

migration mechanisms, triggering a higher number of “awakes” of 

drowsy cache lines, with respect to a conventional cache. This can 

increase the L2 access latency and decrease the interval in which 

every cache line can be kept in drowsy mode, thus changing the 

energy/performance benefits of the drowsy techniques. 

We considered the following policies: i) simple: every block is put 
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in drowsy mode every W cycles and ii) noaccess: only blocks that 

have not been accessed in the previous W cycles are put in drowsy 

mode. Orthogonally, both the tag and data field of the cache line can 

be put in drowsy mode or, only the data field, so the four 

combinations of the techniques were evaluated: simple w. awake 

tags, simple w. drowsy tags, noaccess w. awake tags, noaccess w. 

drowsy tags. We also varied reconfiguration interval W from 100M 

cycles to 1K cycles, as in [8].  

 
Figure 3 Average energy consumption versus IPC, for the drowsy policies, 

normalized to plain D-NUCA, when the reconfiguration W parameter varies. 

In ALWAYS-D each cache line is kept constantly drowsy, in ALWAYS-D 2 
cycle the latency of waking up a drowsy line is 2 cycles. 

 

2)  Results 

The results shown in Figure 3 indicate that the drowsy technique is 

effective in reducing the overall energy consumption by more than 

70% with a very low impact (less than 2% IPC reduction) on 

performances. Reducing W increases the period of time in which 

cache lines are in drowsy mode, and doesn’t impact on performances 

even with very short intervals (up to 1000 cycles). This is due to the 

low sensitivity of the average IPC to a small increase in L2 cache 

access latency induced by small values of W, and to the low impact 

of the dynamic energy cost of transitions from drowsy state to full 

operational voltage: the average number of drowsy-to-full VDD 

transitions (data not reported) goes from 120K with W=100M cycles 

to 14M with W=1K cycles, but in any case accounts for less than 1% 

in the total energy budget. These results justify that, for a D-NUCA 

L2 cache, a simpler and effective drowsy techniques can be adopted, 

the “always drowsy” in Figure 3, with no temporal window, in which 

cache lines are kept always in drowsy mode, apart the transition to 

VDD before each access. The noaccess policy saves less leakage 

energy, but, because the performance losses are almost negligible in 

all cases, their adoption is not worth considering. The adoption of 

drowsy tag arrays, instead, is beneficial because the benefits brought 

by the additional leakage decrease for a drowsy line (from 7% to 4% 

of a fully supplied SRAM cell) go beyond the slight performance 

impact due to the miss detection latency increase. Based on these 

results, for the remainder of this study the following parameters were 

adopted as a baseline: -simple with no temporal window, -drowsy 

tags. 

C. Decay D-NUCA Caches 

In this section we focus on the possible energy savings when 

applying GatedVDD [10] in the form of Cache Decay [9] with block 

granularity on our reference D-NUCA. The basic idea of Cache 

Decay is that, usually, during lifetime of a cache line, a relatively 

large period of time elapses between the last access to a cache line 

and its eviction. In this "dead" period the cache line can be powered 

down by gated-VDD with no additional cache misses. A basic 

strategy to determine when the cache line is in its dead phase is 

counting the elapsed clock cycles from the last access to each cache 

line and deciding to power off a cache line if its inactive period has 

exceeded a fixed time interval. This needs additional circuitry to 

control the gating for each cache line, and hierarchical counters logic 

to track their status: a global cycle counter is used to feed local-per 

cache line 2 bit counters which are reset every time the cache line is 

accessed. 

1)  Parameter exploration 

We performed an exploration by varying the decay interval T of 

the Decay Cache technique, used to load the global cycle counter, 

between 10M and 100K cycles. Such tuning is needed again as, in a 

D-NUCA, search and migration change the distribution of accesses to 

the data, and may change the interval in which data are “dead”. 

 
Figure 4 Average energy consumption versus IPC for the Decay Cache 

technique, normalized to plain D-NUCA, when the decay interval T varies.  

 

2)  Results 

Figure 4 shows the total energy reduction and the average 

performance losses for different values of the decay interval T. The 

decay technique is effective in reducing the number of powered on 

blocks (by 60% with T=5M cycles and by more than 95% with 

T=100K cycles on average) but this has an impact on IPC which is 

detrimental for low values of T (by 5% average IPC reduction for T = 

5M cycles and by 46% for 100K clock cycles). The main reason for 

the IPC decrease is the L2 miss rate increase: from 19% for the plain 

D-NUCA to 24% for T=5M cycles, up to 55% for T = 100K clock 

cycles. In the following, we refer to the solution with T=5M cycles as 

“best decay”. To state the effectiveness of such solution, we evaluate 

that an half sized 16X8 plain D-NUCA presents an energy 

consumption of around 70% the energy consumption of the plain D-

NUCA, against the 59% of the “best decay”. 

Similarly to the Way Adaptable case, it is possible to tune the 

value of the decay counter T for each application. When taking for 

each benchmark the decay interval T which gives the lowest EDP, it 

is possible to achieve (Figure 5) an average energy consumption 

reduction by 57%, an average EDP reduction by 54% and an average 

IPC reduction by 6%. In the following, we refer to such solution as 

“decay opt”. 

IV. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF LEAKAGE REDUCTION 

TECHNIQUES FOR D-NUCA CACHES 

Figure 5 compares the average energy consumption reduction 

achievable with the three techniques presented. The energy 

consumption reduction achievable with the decay technique (best 

decay) is close to the reduction achievable with the Way Adaptable 

technique with heuristic thresholds (41% against 34% respectively). 

If the value of the T interval for decay technique is optimized for 

each benchmark (decay opt), the energy consumption reduction is 

close to the energy consumption reduction achievable with the Way 

Adaptable D-NUCA with optimized thresholds (around 58% in both 

cases). The energy consumption reduction achievable with the 
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drowsy technique (around 73%) is higher than in all the previously 

mentioned cases. The breakdown of total energy consumption for 

each technique is also shown explaining the lower limit on leakage 

energy saving for Drowsy Cache: whatever aggressive leakage 

reduction technique is applied to SRAM cells, the leakage due to 

bank peripheral circuitry and network switches limits the achievable 

reduction around 70% for the evaluated D-NUCA 16x8 architecture. 

Figure 6 relates the impact on performances with the energy 

efficiency achieved in terms of EDP. The drowsy technique has the 

lower impact in performances (around 2% average IPC reduction 

with respect to the baseline architecture) and the decay technique 

shows the highest impact (6% for the decay opt case). The 

performance impact given by the Way Adaptable techniques stays 

between these two values. Thanks to a reduced IPC loss coupled to a 

relevant energy consumption reduction, the Drowsy Cache technique 

has the minimum average normalized EDP (27% with respect to the 

plain case), and is followed by the optimized Way Adaptable 

technique. 

 
Figure 5 Average energy consumption for the techniques analyzed. 

 

 
Figure 6 Average normalized IPC and EDP for the techniques analyzed. 

 
These results indicate that for the D-NUCA architecture analyzed, 

the Way Adaptable techniques are able to provide energy efficiency 

and reduced performance impact similar to the decay technique, but 

with very reduced design complexity. Indeed, the cache decay 

technique introduces additional circuitry in order to be able to gate a 

single cache line, plus hierarchical counter logic to track the status of 

each cache line. On the other hand, if we need to push energy saving 

to the limit, the Drowsy Cache technique is the most energy saving 

solution, but it requires at least two power supplies for each cache 

line, the addition of a bit to each cache line, a word line gating circuit 

and additional logic for cache line transitions management. Such 

additional logic can be an issue in future cells design, due to 

constraints on layout and VDD distribution imposed by sub-micron 

technology [22]. 

V. WA D-NUCA DROWSY CACHES 

In the former sections we have shown how the Drowsy Cache 

technique can be applied to D-NUCA caches, leading to leakage 

power savings that are potentially higher than all the other 

techniques. We can derive, Figure 5, that with the Drowsy technique, 

the banks contribution to the leakage is minimal, but there still 

remain a consistent contribution due to peripheral circuitry and 

network switches, that instead is reduced by the Way Adaptable 

techniques. From this observation, we propose a hybrid scheme 

which adopts the Way Adapting scheme conjunctly with a Drowsy 

Cache technique (WA D-NUCA Drowsy cache). Working at cache-

line granularity level, drowsy control logic put ram cells in drowsy or 

normal operation mode; the way adapting control logic, working at 

way granularity level, gates all the ram cells of an entire cache way. 

Such combining of low standby voltage mode and power gating is a 

viable manufacturing option; it has been used, for instance, in 

commercial designs as the 4MB L2 cache of the Intel Merom 

processor [25]. 

Figure 7 reports the average energy reduction achievable by D-

NUCA Drowsy Cache compared with WA D-NUCA Drowsy Cache, 

normalized to the plain case. In these experiments, we scaled the 

supply voltage of standby drowsy cells by steps of 10%, to take in 

account the effect of process variation. In fact, for the effects of 

process variation, the DRV (data retention voltage, i.e. the lower limit 

at which the operating voltage of each SRAM cell during standby can 

be lowered down to guarantee state preserving) [11], and then, the 

drowsy voltage, increases [16] and varies both from one die to 

another and from one bitcell to another [12], [13], reducing the 

effectiveness of the drowsy techniques. Our experiments aim to 

highlight the sensitivity of the proposed techniques to the change in 

drowsy voltage induced by process variation. 

 
Figure 7 Total energy consumption for the drowsy technique alone and 
combined with Way Adaptable techniques, for different standby voltage 

scaling. The case of “0” standby voltage scaling factor is the ideal case in 

which a drowsy cell consumes no leakage energy. 

 
Figure 7 shows that with a drowsy voltage equal to 90% of 

nominal VDD, a drowsy cache is already able to save around 30% of 

total energy (we note here that in the leakage-optimized cell adopted 

in our design, -section II.C - the leakage contribution of the bitcells is 

around 83 % of the total budget). Anyway, the introduction of the 

Way Adaptable techniques gives room for additional 24% energy 

reduction, more than what achievable by drowsy alone when a 

scaling factor of 80% is applied. This holds up to a 40% scaling 

factor. For instance, if process variation effects force the scaling 

factor for a given chip to be 0.7, combining the Drowsy Cache with 

Way Adaptable enables for the same average total energy reduction 

given by a 0.3 scaling factor. Besides, a WA D-NUCA Drowsy 

optimized solution with a scaling factor of 0.8 permits to achieve 

more energy saving than an ideal drowsy D-NUCA solution. As a 

summary, our proposed techniques is able to further reduce energy 
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consumption of Drowsy D-NUCA cache, and to limit the effect of 

process variation on leakage reduction. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

NUCA architectures limit the effects of wire delays on large on 

chip LLC caches, however, as for conventional large SRAM 

structures, they are affected by high leakage power consumption. In 

this work, we show that leakage consumption of D-NUCA cache can 

be reduced by applying various microarchitectural techniques either 

data preserving like Drowsy Cache or data destroying like Decay 

Caches or Way Adaptable D-NUCA caches. In particular, we have 

shown that the Way Adaptable techniques permit to achieve energy 

saving similar to the Decay techniques, but with simpler 

implementation logic. At the cost of increased complexity, the most 

energy saving techniques in a D-NUCA LLC is the drowsy 

technique. To further improve its performances figures, we propose a 

hybrid scheme based on the Way Adapting scheme conjunctly with a 

Drowsy Cache technique. Experimental evaluation shows that, even 

if the minimum DRV would be limited to the 80% of the nominal 

Vdd, the proposed technique allows to obtain an energy reduction 

that is comparable to the one achieved by an ideal Drowsy D-NUCA 

cache. Future works will be focused on how constraints on layout and 

VDD distribution imposed by sub-micron technology will impact 

LLC power saving techniques acting at line level, as well as on how 

data layout optimization techniques [26] can act on power saving 

figures.  
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